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Introduction
This analysis addresses the efficiency and power distribution between different modes in a diffractive optical element (DOE). This is useful in determining cross-talk issues among modes.
In this analysis, effort has been made t o make the analysis as general as possible. In doing so, there are many parameters available to the user t o describe the exact situation to be analyzed.
We will begin by describing the general scenario. In the following section, the 'actual theory and equations used will be derived and presented. Then the implementation in Mathematica will be discussed, and some example calculations shown.
General Scenario
The general scenario is shown in Figure 1 . Light is incident at angle 8 in medium of index p~. It hits a diffractive optical element of medium of index p. Because of the change in index of refraction, the light inside the DOE has an angle 8'. The thickness of the nth step in the diffractive optical element is d,. The medium underneath the DOE has index p~. From the analysis, we want to know if light is incident on the DOE, how much power goes into the various diffracted orders, and what is the power distribution for those different orders at various distances. Then, the power hitting the receiver or other locations can be calculated.
Diffractive Optical Elements
A diffractive lens emulates the phase function of a refractive lens, using a phase grating. The phase grating imparts the same phase delay as a refractive lens, but modulo 2w. The modulo 2w grating is called a blaze.
If the ,phase function has continuous phase levels, then 100% efficiency can be obtained.
Typically, however, the continuous valued phase function is approximated by discrete values, giving rise t o "Binary Diffractive Optics". The analysis to'be presented is directed toward binary diffractive optical elements.
The phase function of a diffractive lens is periodic in $, with period A. To summarize, the focal power of a lens depends onZy on what kind of phase delay is imparted t o the wave exiting the lens. For a refractive lens, the phase delay distribution will be of the form: $ ( r ) = bo(f -d m ) . An incident plane wave then becomes
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The Fourier analysis of a diffractive lens is based on the following statements:
1. The lens is a phase plate.
2.
Taking the Fourier series of the phase decomposes an incoming plane wave into a 3. The focal lengths of these waves is dependent on the periodicity of the phase'plate.
series of converging and diverging spherical waves.
Theory
Normal Incidence
Consider the problem of a plane wave illuminating the grating shown in Figure 2. 
Phase Function of Grating
The effect of the grating is t o impart a phase function onto the incoming light. For an incident plane wave, the phase function after passing through the grating can be given by exp[-i$(f, 41. The phase steps $n(X) form a stepped phase function $(<, A)
For maximum efficiency on a blaze, $ , = $2r, 0 5 n < P -1, resulting in where p = p(A0) and A0 is the design wavelength.
Diffraction Efficiency
If a grating is illuminated by a plane wave, the light is split into several diffraction orders.
The power into the different orders can be found by taking the square of the coefficients of the Fourier series.
Let uq(X) be the fraction of radiant energy at wavelength X diffracted into order q by the grating.
sin r A
where [ = A -2. Then using C,";: exp [*Am] = a=,
N.on-Normal Incidence
A more general scenario includes the possibility of the light coming in at an angle, as in Figure 1 . For non-normal incidence, the phase delay imparted by the grating must be calculated as a function of the incident angle. In addition, the phase function of the incoming plane wave is no longer constant along the direction; it is a function of [.
Phase Function of Grating
The total phase delay for normal incidence is given by:
where k = 2n/X and dp is the height of the thickest step.
From Snell's law, if the incident angle is 0, p~s i n ( 0 ) = psin(0'). The total phase delay is then:
So the phase delay in going through the nth step is
If the DOE is designed for maximum efficiency for non-normal incidence, then n2n 2n 1
?jn=-=-
Diffraction Efficiency
If the light incident on the grating is not normal t o the grating, then the phase of the wave is not constant over the grating. The phase after the grating is the product of the phase incident on the grating and the transmittance function of the grating. To find the diffraction efficiency of the various orders of the grating, we need to find the Fourier decomposition of the product of the incoming phase and the phase function of the grating.
To describe the incoming phase distribution from a non-normal plane wave, consider 
3
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Focal Lengths for Various Orders
The actual focal length of a diffractive lens depends only on the periodicity of the phase function it imparts, and on the medium after the lens.
.*
Recall that a blazed grating is periodic in the quantity & with period 1. This means that if light of wavelength A is incident on this element and then passes through air, that the first order focus will be at F. We use the symbols A and F t o emphasize that these are "design" parameters.
If wavelength of light X is incident on a grating that is periodic in & with period 1, and then passes through air, the first order focus will be at F. This is because from the Fourier decomposition, we have a phase function broken into components exp [-i2nqz ].
If this wave is propagating in air, then
If this wave is propagating in a medium with index q , then meaning that the first order focus in medium of index q is y .
Note, for a DOE, the only fixed physical parameter is the groove spacing. If you take a DOE, you will find that it is periodic in T~. Let that measured period be designated T , . For light of wavelength X i incident on this DOE, the first order focus will be at %.
Uniform Distribution Power Calculations
The paraxial focus of the Qth diffracted order is at a distance f awz from the 1 ns.
Using geometrical optics, one can calculate the radius, x;, at plaie z where the extreme ray from the edge of the zone plate which passes through the qth order focus strikes. See Figure 5 . This quantity, z;, is only meaningful for distances greater than 0. ( z = 0 + the plane of the DOE.)
. . 
Assuming light is uniformly distributed over the circle of radius xk, the percentage of light due to mode q hitting the receiver at a distance z is
Gaussian Distribution Power Calculations
Because lasers are often used to illuminate diffractive optical elements, it is useful to incorporate gaussian beams into the analysis.
Complex Gaussian Parameter
Recall the complex gaussian parameter, q(z) is defined as:
The gaussian field is then given by where and k = F . n is the refractive index in which the gaussian beam is propagating. Power is the integral of the intensity squared, and I = EE*. E is normalized, using
Since power is conserved, the total power in the beam is , 3 0 2 . To be consistent with our notation, a = E:.
In the complex gaussian parameter q, R is the radius of curvature, and w is the beam waist. The evolution of the complex gaussian parameter as it propagates through a sequence of elements (propagation, lenses, interfaces) can be followed by applying the ABCD law as follows.
where A , B , C, D are the elements of the ray matrix which describes the relation of a ray in plane 1 to a ray in plane 2. If there is a sequence of elements, then the total ray matrix is the matrix product of the individual element ray matrices. The order of the product is important, with the last element's matrix occurring at the left of the product.
The ray matrix for propagation of a distance d in a homogeneous medium is and the ray matrix for a lens of focal length f , (f > 0 converging, f < 0 diverging) is 1 0
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For the case of a beam propagating through a lens with effective focal length propagating a distance d, the total ray matrix (hence the subscript T ) is and then
Let's assume the gaussian beam hitting the DOE is a plane wave, with waist, 200. Then the complex gaussian parameter is
If the DOE is not at the laser waist, then q1 could have a real component.
The complex gaussian parameter at a distance d away from the DOE, can be found by applying Equations 26 and 29. Then the waist can be calculated from Equation 22.
Power
Once the waist at the distance z is found, then the relative power hitting a receiver of radius Rreceiver centered on the optical axis can be calculated using
To find the relative power hitting a more general location at a distance z from the DOE, the following two equations may be used:
and
The first equation has the area of interest specified by polar coordinates, Tinner, Touter, Bstart, Bend. The second equation has the area of interest specified by z and y coordinates, 51,129 Y1, Y2.
Implement at ion in Mat hemat ica
The analysis presented in the previous sections has been implemented in Mathematica.
The package D0Eefficiency.m should be read in t o set up the needed definitions and functions.
The variables and parameters for the specific problem t o be analyzed can be read in from a file. If you have an a c t u a l DOE, then you can use TO (measured) 
z,ql = r e l a t i v e power h i t t i n g t h e r e c i e v e r , due t o order q, a t d i s t a n c e z, assuming gaussian beams
relpouerpolaruindow[z,q,rl,r2,thi,th2] = t h e amount of r e l a t i v e power i n a window between r a d i i rl and r 2 , and angles t h l and t h 2 , at a d i s t a n c e z f o r order q, assuming gaussian beams relpouerwindow[z,q,xl~x2,yl,y21 = t h e amount of r e l a t i v e power i n a window between x i and x2, and y l and y2, a t a d i s t a n c e z f o r order q, assuming gaussian beams (*optimthetaO i s t r u e i f g r a t i n g optimized f o r incident angle of t h e t a *> optimthetao = False Phi1::usage = "Phil i s t h e phase delay through one s t e p l e v e l of t h e DOE" P h i l := 2*Pi*lambdaratio/P /; !optimthetaO $8 theta==O P h i l := 2*Pi*lambdaratio/P * (mu -lambdaratio*muR*Sin[thetal )*Pi/P)I / xprime::usage = "xprime i s t h e r a d i u s of t h e d i f f r a c t e d beam of a given order a t a given d i s t a n c e , assuming plane waves of uniform u n i t amplitude. xprime i s only meaningful f o r d i s t a n c e g r e a t e r t h a n 0. xprime Cdist, ,order,] : = N C w a i s t O l / ; order==O ro::usage = "the f r a c t i o n of power of a given order a t a given d i s t a n c e h i t t i n g t h e r e c e i v e r of r a d i u s rReceiver, assuming plane waves of uniform u n i t amplitude" 
l a t i v e power of a given order a t a given d i s t a n c e h i t t i n g t h e r e c e i v e r , relpower [ d i s t -, order,] : = r o [ d i s t ,order] *a [order]
assuming plane waves of uniform u n i t amplitude" cgpl := (I*muR P i waist0^2)/lambda (* cpgl could have a r e a l p a r t i f DOE i s n ' t a t t h e l a s e r waist *)
cgp: :usage = "cgp i s t h e complex Gaussian parameter of t h e beam f o r a given order a t a given distance"
waist: :usage = "waist i s t h e gaussian beam waist f o r a given order a t a given d i s t a n c e . Waist i s only meaningful f o r d i s t a n c e g r e a t e r than 0."
waist Cdist, ,order,] : = N [
S q r t [lambda/
(ImCl/cgp Cdist ,order1 I *muL*Pi* (-1) 1 1 1 /; d i s t >= 0 gaussre1power::usage = "the r e l a t i v e power of a given order at a given d i s t a n c e h i t t i n g t h e r e c e i v e r , assuming Gaussian beams" , <y , y1 ,y231 
Variables and Parameters (inputfi1e.m)
rReceiver = 100 10--6 D i a m = 100 10--6 lambda0 = 980 10--9 lambdaratio = 1 f O = 100 10--6 muL = 1.0 mu = 3.5 muR = 1.0 P = 4 t h e t a = 0 uaist0=30 10--6 optimthetao = False t h e t a 0 = 0 (*if optimtheta = True, t h e n need t o specify thetaO*) NumModes = 5 (* w i l l study modes from -NumModes t o + NumModes *) RecPlane = f a (* t h e d i s t a n c e of t h e r e c e i v e r plane *) outputf i l e = "outputf i l e " 3.3 Mathematica Scripts (maketab1e.m) TableDirections->(Row , Column, Row ,Column ,Row),
TableSpacing->C3,13, TableHeadings->(C"ef f ic" , "radii", "waists", llrpwrll, "gausspwr"), titles)]]
, outputf ilel
PutAppend ["Receiver plane at d = PutAppend["********************************************************
,RecPlane , outputf ilel
Examples
In this section we show some sample output using the files DOEefficiency-m, inputfi1el.m and maketab1e.m. The files were generated using the following commands. 
Two
Step Levels in Grating Period: "P2" 
I t
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